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Music in the Concentration Camp Buchenwald 

 

Music in Concentration Camps is a less popular topic which might evoke uneasiness in its 

access. Music in the Concentration Camps may be considered mainly as repression and music 

as Zwangsarbeit played by the Lagerkapelle in different Camps. 

In the early 90s, Guido Fackler created the definition of music in the Concentration Camp as a 

two sided phenomenon: Music on command and self-determined music. In other words: 

Music as collaboration and music as resistance. This easy partition of music gives us a chance 

to understand the function of music in the Camp. 

Small ensembles were created mostly illegally in the small blocks of the courtyard and under 

cover of darkness. Every song presented in the Camp seems to be resistance against the SS, 

every sheet of music gives strength to the inmates. Conversely there is the Lagerkapelle: In 

most camps this orchestra is integrated into the Stubendienste of a Camp. The orchestra was 

playing during the rollcall, during the punishment, and during the march out of the Camp for 

work. The Lagerkapelle had to play music enjoyed by the SS and on the command of the SS. 

But what’s beside these two examples of music on command and self-determined music? 

What about the 27 concerts, officially organised and presented in the Camp cinema of 

Buchenwald? What about the music performed in front of prisoners and soldiers equally? 

What about the music composed in the Camp for the Lagerkapelle? Which kind of music was 

played and composed there and which function would it play: commanded or self- 

determined? 

In my research project during my master thesis I reconstructed the life of Józef Kropiński in 

the Buchenwald Concentration Camp. Józef Kropiński is one of the Camp’s composers. 

Prisoners reported about nearly 500 transcriptions, arrangements, and compositions Kropiński 

wrote during his imprisonment in Buchenwald. He composed and arranged works for all 

ensembles in the Camp: the Choir, the string quartet, the Ensemble “7” as well as small works 
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for piano and violin, a lot of songs, and works for the concerts in the cinema or the 

Lagerkapelle. 

A lot of prisoners reported after the liberation of Buchenwald about works and compositions 

of Józef Kropiński, such as the opera “Der Buchhäuser Läusekrieg auf der Waldburg” or the 

March and song “Kopf hoch!”. 

During my research I had to realise that music in the concentrations camp can’t be divided 

into two parts. Music in concentration camps must illuminated in a very detailed way. Neither 

commanded music nor self-determined music played at the camp is only one side of life. 

When the Lagerkapelle played the first time marches from the protectorat Bohemia and 

Moravia Vlastimil Louda remembers. “"It was as if a bomb exploded in the monotony of 

camp life. (...) It was as if you had electrified (the Czechs). The heads craned out and about 

the gloomy sullen faces went a confident smile. "1 

Another example could be the composition “Kopf hoch!” from Józef Kropiński. Composed 

for a small ensemble being presented in the great concerts in the cinema or in small concerts 

on the blocks the work was later on arranged for the Lagerkapelle. Maybe the great success of 

the song “Kopf hoch!” motivated Kropiński for this new arrangement for the Camp orchestra. 

The song stands out as a central theme of the resistance against the SS. The text by Bruno 

Apitz is directly addressed to the prisoners of Buchenwald: 

“In the long hard day, comrade remember, was the order: stand up straight or 
break. Are there many people fallen yet, we are standing up straight behind the 
barbed wire years or weeks. Heads up, heads up, comrade!” 

In the following refrain of the song the call “heads up” is repeated in different languages of 

the camp: e.g. German, Polish, French and Russian. 2 

A small part of the Camp had the chance to hear this song with its motivating and self- 

determined, resistant text in one of the legal (cinema) or illegal (block) concerts organised in 

																																																													
1  Vlastimil Louda, Muzikantem za dráty. Hrst buchenwaldských vzpomínek (As Musician behind barbed wire. 
Memories of Buchewald), Manuscript (in private probperty of Milan Kuna), quoted by Kuna, Milan: Musik an 
der Grenze des Lebens, Frankfurt am Main 1993, S. 54; Translation: A.E. Lehmann 
2 Original: „In den schweren langen Jahren - Kamerad, erinnre dich – galt das Wort, das schicksalsharte steh 
gerade oder brich! Sind auch viele schon zerbrochen, wir stehn hinterm Stacheldraht aufrecht Jahre oder Wochen 
- Kopf hoch! Kopf hoch, Kamerad!Hoch den Kopf, głowę w górę, tête haut,mej hlavu vzhůru, towa ryszi glowu 
wyszej Kopf hoch! Kopf hoch, Kamerad!“ (Translation: A.E. Lehmann) 
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the Camp. However, the majority of the camp never had this chance. 

Now let’s think about the effect created by arranging the song “Kopf hoch!” for the 

Lagerkapelle. The orchestra played this song during one of the morning or evening roll calls 

and the mass of prisoners could react in two different ways: the minority knowing the song as 

a song with its resistant and motivating text will raise their heads up as the Czechs reacted 

hearing music from their home! But the majority of the camp only listened to another march 

of the Lagerkapelle without knowing anything about its resistant character... 

Music in the Concentration Camp is never only music on command or self-determined music. 

Music in the Concentration Camp takes place somewhere between. Somewhere between 

command and self-determination, somewhere between collaboration and resistance! 

 

 


